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The surge in government agencies
buying into intelligent automation,
along with the breadth to
which technology will expand
in all facets of operations,
will introduce a new breed
of employee.

PLEASE WELCOME THE
INCOMING CLASS
The surge in government agencies
buying into intelligent automation,
along with the breadth to which
technology will expand in all facets of
operations, will introduce a new breed
of employee. This incoming class
carries well-grounded expectations
of how and how often they receive
data through social media and phone
applications, in both their personal
lives and their professional careers.
Leading government agencies will
harness cloud platforms and more
dynamic interfaces to push relevant
professional development and
communications to their employees in
a more rapid and role-based fashion.
And cloud vendors will continue to
launch industry tested and configured
commercial-off-the-shelf solutions
that provide more consistent user
experiences. Think of concise online
instructional videos that can be
shared at-large, anywhere, anytime
with whomever needs access.
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Intelligent automation is a defined
stack of capabilities that iteratively
introduces more advanced analytics
and features at three distinct levels2:
Robotic process automation

1 mechanizes
very rudimentary
processes and thinking tasks
that are typically repetitive,
involve multiple systems, and
follow very explicit steps.
Enhanced process automation

2 solves
problems and performs
work activities through out-of-

the-box knowledge; understands
and interprets unstructured
data, such as the unbounded
wealth of information on the
internet, e-mails and social
media content; and acquires
knowledge either by observing
how a human solves problems
or consuming additional data.

automation, like
3 Cognitive
IBM’s Watson, mimics human
activities, such as perceiving,
inferring, gathering evidence,
hypothesizing and reasoning.

THE NEW CURRICULUM WILL
TRANSFORM THE WORKFORCE
Our crystal balls tell us the
landscape of government operations
will undergo a monumental shift,
now in its early stages. Intelligent
automation will be imbedded in all
aspects of government business,
enabling unheard of capabilities and
setting new standards for the ways
agencies approach competencies and
workforce models. No longer will it be
acceptable to resist innovation because
“that’s the way we’ve always done it.”
By experimenting with intelligent
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automation in smaller-scale proofs
of concept and isolated production
deployments, organizations are
discovering game-changing benefits.
Take a look at the automotive
industry, which, after a century of
combustion engine cars, now sells
consumers hybrid electric motor
technology in production automobiles. Far from a new cup-holder
design or door lock placement, these
innovations challenged the foundation upon which the industry was
built. Several manufacturers now
plan to move away entirely from
combustion engines. General Motors
announced in October 2017 plans for
an all-electric, zero-emission future.
While some manufacturers initially
may have steered clear of hybrids, the
broad automotive industry continues
to push the limits far beyond what
was thought possible. Even now a
super electric car turning out 1,341
horsepower is available.3
Government agencies blazing
the trail of intelligent automation
are reaping the benefits of their
visionary investments and creating
adoption models for others. In turn,
they are experiencing enhanced
productivity, performance, employee
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satisfaction, recruiting, scalability,
consistency, predictability, quality,
reliability, auditability, and citizen
engagement. For example, research
by the London School of Economics
and Political Science identified
a 650 to 800 percent return on
investment (ROI) in intelligent
automation technology for certain
back-office tasks over three years.4
Cost reduction of 40 to 75 percent
is believed possible in some finance
processes, while improving speed,
accuracy and control.5
Potential government cost savings
are enormous. The Department of the
Treasury found that federal agencies
spend an estimated $118 billion
annually and use an estimated 40,000
employees and contractors to process
financial transactions.6 A Treasury
proof-of-concept project covering
certain transaction processing
operations, such as vendor pay
and accounts receivable, achieved
a reported 32 percent productivity
increase.7 Correspondingly, an initial
Food and Drug Administration
robotic initiative reduced processing
time by a reported 60 percent, with a
1,166 percent ROI.8
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The workforce is critical to
investment and adoption strategies.
Intelligent automation is a facilitator
and helper that works side-by-side
with humans. Although certain tasks
may be eliminated and jobs impacted,
technology will allow organizations
to redirect and train the existing
and future workforce to focus on
technologically-advanced tasks that
provide greater value. Historically,
this work may not have been feasible —
budget- or technology-wise. But by
redirecting staff to more strategic and
analytic roles, government can attract
tomorrow’s workforce and meet the
technology expectations of incoming
millennials.
A shift in personnel needs is
certainly not new for government.
Before computers, tens of thousands
of typists and an army of file clerks
maintained mountains of hard copy
documents. No one would consider
that arrangement to be even remotely
acceptable today; in the future, no one
will view spending $118 billion on
transaction processing even remotely
prudent. Except for cutting-edge
research and development projects,
such as those in the defense and
healthcare sectors, a dichotomy
between government and commercial
industry operations, particularly as it
relates to technology and automation,
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Experience shows that the workforce
impacts of intelligent automation are
realized much sooner than those of
traditional technology platform
implementations.

has persisted. A study by
the National Academy of
Public Administration (NAPA),
in collaboration with ICF, found that
federal leaders “are concerned that
the government cannot keep pace
either in procuring rapidly changing
digital technology or with the
private sector’s use of it.”9 Intelligent
automation can help government
agencies revolutionize traditional
practices, often in place for the past
50 to 60 years, and flip perceptions
of government operations and
personnel.
With freed-up budget dollars from
further automation of historically
manual processes, agencies will be
able to revisit innovative investments
that have been put on the “back
burner” due to funding shortfalls.
This can lead to better public service
through new approaches and updated
employee competencies. In addition,
demands for rapid learning and development will rise exponentially and
extend beyond operational staff to all
levels. Supervisors will oversee:
Teams that are heavily dependent
on automated functions;
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Employees with more flexibility to
work and collaborate virtually;
Projects that involve new technology solutions without stacks
of corresponding training binders
developed over decades.

PREPARING FOR CLASS
While organizations are focused
primarily on Level 1 intelligent
automation, with some adopting
components of Level 2, the landscape
will continue to broaden — and may
do so rapidly. Experience shows that
the workforce impacts of intelligent
automation are realized much sooner
than those of traditional technology
platform implementations. To put
it into perspective, the functions of

an entire organization
can become obsolete in
a matter of months once
intelligent automation
comes online and
begins integrating with the
corresponding data. Therefore,
leading organizations will address
work force implications before
introducing intelligent automation.
The workforce plan must be locked-in
during investment decisions, and
updated learning and development
models and materials must be
deployed long before full-scale
implementation.
So, how do government agencies
prepare for this massive and rapid shift?

Step 1: Get buy-in from all
key parties
Like any transformational change,
intelligent automation will require
strong commitment from agency
leadership. This could extend to
other related government and nongovernment entities, depending on
program and operational relationships. However, unlike some isolated
information technology investments,
intelligent automation has the potential to revolutionize the way agencies
perform their mission at-large.
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As such, it will be vital to market
intelligent automation aggressively
and broadly to help ensure everyone
is rowing in the same direction and
influential pockets of resistance do
not emerge. Governance structures
will be critical to unify disparate
organizations and bring various
leader perspectives and priorities as
well as those of staff to the intelligent
automation discussion. Further, in
intelligent automation deployment,
governing bodies should field future
expansion proposals and collectively
weigh-in on workforce redirection that supports agency mission
objectives.

Step 2: Determine what you have
Leading government agencies
regularly canvas their organizations’
existing missions and functions to
determine the baseline of their
employees’ skillsets. They inventory
employee knowledge, skills, and
abilities and how their strengths
match up to the future operational
state. In so doing, they look for
gaps and areas to develop. They are
mindful of employees’ individual
career goals and work with them to
find the best matches available. They
analyze vacant positions, expected
retirements, and turnover and plan in
advance to fill the positions in light of
new objectives and skill needs.
Then, agencies must overlay
intelligent automation goals and
functionality to anticipate how
current operations will change.
For example, which functions will
be replaced entirely by intelligent
automation? Which will become a
hybrid of automated and manual
activities and supervision? And for
the impacted employee populations,
how will the organization update
corresponding missions, functions,
competencies, training and career
development to accommodate
operational changes? To perform
their current responsibilities, will
employees need training to interact
with intelligent automation features?
Or will employees need to be trained
on entirely new technologies and/or
competencies if their work is substantially redirected?
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In the intelligent automation
business case and funding package,
agencies must remember to include
learning and professional development components as they relate
to intelligent automation and its
impacts. Otherwise, agencies
risk playing catch-up and having
employees who are ill-equipped
to support and operate in the new
model.

Step 3: Messaging is everything
As in most transformation initiatives,
communication and transparency are
key for intelligent automation preparation and deployment. Expect some
pockets of employees to be critical of
and actively resistant to intelligent
automation, particularly among
those directly impacted by intelligent
automation functionality who may
not have the needed skill set or inclination to change. Understandably,
without additional context and
perspective, intelligent automation
does appear to be a threat to traditional job roles. The onus rests on
management to demystify intelligent
automation and clearly communicate
a sound implementation strategy.
It is important to explain — before
the new technology is introduced —
plans to support employees through
associated learning and development
programs to equip them for anticipated changes.
Strategic communications and a
thoughtful, comprehensive campaign
that includes extensive employee
engagement will make or
break an intelligent
automation program.
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From the beginning, communicate
clearly and continue to revisit lessons
learned and employee input along
the way. Solicit and analyze feedback
often to make sure leadership is
abreast of trends. Determine how
best to tweak implementation to take
advantage of employee input and to
address resistance and legitimate
concerns. An agency’s workforce is
the lifeblood of its operations and
success, and this won’t change with
intelligent automation. As such,
strategic communications and
change management principles must
be a priority to help the workforce
feel comfortable and ready to
operationalize intelligent automation.

Step 4: Prepare for change
The final step is to position
necessa r y suppor t f unc t ions
that will enable the rapid shift
intelligent automation will cause.
On one hand, technology is the
world of millennials, who use
it for learning, communicating,
socializing and relaxing. On the
other hand, millennials will be the
primary demographic responsible for
radiating and sustaining intelligent
automation in long-term government
operations. Organizations, then, must
prepare for intelligent automation by
employing learning and development
technology that mirrors functionality
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to which millennials already have
grown accustomed. This includes
learning platforms that offer internet
search capability, gamification, social
learning, self-service, multi-device
access, shorter video-based, online,
on-demand learning segments, and
maximum visibility into progress.
To support these rapidly evolving
needs, government agencies must
adapt current learning management
system (LMS) platforms to support the
advanced learning and development
considerat ions noted above.
Emerging LMS functionality to be
considered includes: enhancements
to LMS platforms, such as using
a cloud-based LMS; designing
and supporting personal learning
environments; using adaptive
learning technology to support
a customized and more focused
individual learning experience; and
considering integration with talent
management technologies.
Leading organizations have
learned that these shifts to learning
and professional development
are not merely for the sake of
modernizing LMS platforms and
training curricula. Rather, they are
fundamentally rooted in optimizing
intelligent automation to support
agency missions and the public.
As such, underlying learning
and professional development
upgrades and functionality must
pertain to the mission needs and
objectives for which intelligent
automation facilitates. For example,
leading organizations do not spend
resources to refresh historical
courses on functions that will soon
be replaced with automated features.
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Instead, training focus areas align
with disciplines and competencies
required for the new ways of doing
business. Also, training upgrades in
LMS and curricula are vetted with
appropriate agency-wide governance
bodies to prevent redundancies and
potential contradictory training at
different organizational levels.
For added bench strength and
following the competency baseline
described in Step 2, agencies likely
will be challenged in filling vacant
positions and procuring emerging
skillsets. Organizations deploying
intelligent automation likely will
need to rebrand certain professions
to attract the right employees. For
example, historical perceptions of
CFOs in traditional finance and
accounting functions must move
from a “backroom” to a “boardroom”
perspective. To broaden the CFO’s
reach, leading organizations adopt
rotational programs in other functions
within the organization, such as
accounting to program management,
and across disciplines, such as
finance to information technology.
They also incorporate the ability to
architect and deploy advanced data
visualization software as an integral
part of training.
In parallel, leading agencies
prepare their human resources
organizations to handle the influx of
hiring that will accompany intelligent
automation, while greatly expediting
the hiring cycle. Agencies must be
highly efficient in releasing USAJobs
positions, collecting and synthesizing
interview feedback, and streamlining
back-end hiring processes to provide
full visibility to agency stakeholders
and facilitate quicker hiring
approvals.

Enjoy this exciting chapter
of progress
Like the introduction of the
personal computer and the hybrid
electric motor, the implementation
of intelligent automation will surely
be viewed by historians as a pivotal
business game-changer, both in
the commercial and government
industries. An urgent need exists
to smartly and aggressively move
forward with innovative technologies,
such as intelligent automation, and
to prepare for the workforce of the
future. Embrace this critical shift
and include the workforce at all
levels as key stakeholders. They will
prove an invaluable component of
the intelligent automation formula
for propelling innovation and agency
technology investments. The stars are
aligned; the time to act is now!
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